




How to look smart in a cafe

. Always hold a book and read it out loud.

. Have flowers delivered to you. Ask loudly, “Who from?” then say, “Ah, my buddy, 
STEPHEN HAWKING.”

. Sigh loudly and often. It’s okay if breathing like that makes you pass out.Fainting is a 
sign of intelligence.

. ABC — Always Be on Stilts. Taller is smarter.

. Order a hot drink and toss the scalding liquid back into the server’s face. Keep doing 
this until the server has melted. Pour the melted barista into an espresso glass 
and drink it in one shot.

. Keep putting on pairs of glasses until you disappear in a pile of glasses.

. Have violins in holsters like a classically trained cowboy.

. A furrowed brow is for amateur dummies. Squeeze the muscles in your head and jaw 
until you burst apart like a flipped over chess game. You can’t lose if everything 
falls apart all the time.

. Use a big old computer. Everyone will be impressed because it takes 4 hours to write a
sentence. If you’re lucky, it’ll fall on somebody and the wi-fi will get faster.



Wishes for a Better World

- for everybody to bleed different colors depending on how much fun they’re having at 
the party

- for everybody to be dressed as babies when a baby is born so it feels like “cool, I’m in 
the right place”

- for everyone to be rich enough to have denim skin

- for the football in football to be replaced by a book so smart people like me can like it 
too

- for another cool band named Radiohead (I think we are now culturally and spiritually 
ready for this)

- for all the shouting people outside my window at night to only shout “Goodnight, 
Steven! Sweet dreams! We love you! Night night!”

- for a long, well-argued thesis paper to print out of everybody’s mouth whenever they 
express an opinion

- for everybody who died waiting for me to accept their LinkedIn invitation to come back
to life :(



Beautiful Creatures in the Diamond Trade

You are watching a fawn look for diamonds. The fawn knows the value of these 
diamonds comes from a violent trade, but it does not care. The fawn wants money to 
buy two yachts. The fawn loves to watch two yachts crash into each other.

Ah, the humble butterfly. Why did the butterfly end up in the diamond trade? Perhaps it
was the single flutter of one of its wings that blew it into a life of bloodshed. Observe the 
beautiful patterns on its wings. Those are tattoos indicating what faction of enforcers it 
belongs to. At home, it has a life-sized oil painting of itself resting on a throne of skulls.

The hummingbird spends a lot of time in graveyards. What is it doing there? Looking for
sweet nectar to drink? More likely, it is exhuming graves in the hopes of finding gold 
teeth to sell. The hummingbird is addicted to “ambrosia”, a street drug made from 
honeysuckle and crystal meth. The hummingbird has many children it’s never seen, and 
doesn’t care about.

White, puffy clouds drift soundlessly across the sky. The clouds watch the mayhem 
below but feel nothing. This sociopathic cumulus thinks it’s funny that the creatures 
below keep hurting each other. When it was a child, it got locked in an airplane 
bathroom for three days because it wet the bed. It was never the same after that.

Little Billy’s playing ball with his friends. Next year, the boys will reach adolescence and 
be forced into the mines. Little Billy will trade his batting stick for a machete and be 
forced at gunpoint by a monarch butterfly to chop off Little Tommy’s right arm.

These are just some of the diamond trade’s myriad beautiful creatures. The next time 
you purchase jewelry for your loved one, meditate on the majestic, graceful poetry of 
that noble profession.



You Must Hire Me For This Position Because My Daddy Says So

To Whom It May Concern,
I am a 28-year-old man and a magna cum laude graduate of Princeton University. I am 
applying for the position of Executive Assistant, a position for which you must hire me 
because my daddy says so! Come on! You just gotta! My daddy is so strong and always 
right! Gimme! Gimme!

I developed leadership skills while rowing crew in college. Our team placed second in 
the country when I was a senior, and I do not think we could have achieved this level of 
success without communication, dedication, cooperation, and my daddy’s help. My 
daddy used to shoot at us with harpoon guns so we would go faster, and we did. We 
rowed real fast. Zooooom! We did real good and my daddy was real proud.

My daddy also says to remind you that he still owns that harpoon gun, and that his aim 
is so good he could “hit a whale in the blowhole” if he felt like it.

I have five years of experience in managerial roles and relevant executive positions. I 
have initiated projects from the ground up that resulted in record profits for the 
organization at which I was employed. One time I made the business man I work for lots
of money and my daddy bought me an Ed Hardy shirt! I love my Ed Hardy shirt because
of the dragons on it!

My daddy knows I like dragons because I minored in medieval art and literature in 
college. By supplementing my study in economics with courses in the critical 
humanities, I was able to develop creative and multifaceted problem solving skills, as 
well as nurture a sensitive and empathetic approach to business that focuses more on 
the consumers as people, not just numbers. But more importantly, it also made my 
daddy super happy! He loves his smart boy! He bought me a pair of those pants that go 
above the knees, and glasses even though my eyes work regular, so I could look like his 
little smart boy! I love to march around in this outfit eating a shiny red apple! 
Weeeeeeee! I am on a swing right now! Push, daddy, push!

In conclusion, I am certain I would make an exceptional addition to your current staff. I 
am a self-starter who does not need someone constantly looking over his shoulder, 
because that is exactly what my daddy will be doing! He will make sure I do a good job 
all the time, promise. You will pay him all of my money because I do not need money 
because I have my daddy.

I look forward to discussing my daddy’s salary relevant to his experience as my daddy 
which has been my whole life. He is the best and deserves a million zillion dollars!

Thank you very much for your time,
Jonathan “Daddy’s Little Good Boy” Williams Esq. III



Weirds of Wisdumb

Does this unmarked grave have wifi?

I thought I mentioned that my profile picture was actual-size?

All food and no floss makes Jack an uncomfortable boy!

Dad, you're going to embarrass me! Just toss me out of our moving car here, I'll tumble 
the rest of the way, thanks!

Just had a scare-scare. Turns out it wasn't scary. Wait, false-alarm-false-alarm, it WAS 
scary!!!!!!

The waiter knocked the menu out of my hand, then he said "Now pick it up, doggy." So I 
guess it's true what they say: When you're here, you're family!

The Comedy Central Roast of Herb-Seasoned Chicken

Actually the "shit machine" tattoo was our infant son's idea.

*Sigh* Another lonely night of softly tazering myself to sleep

And now Congress will take a brief recess to watch every Roseanne Halloween special in 
air-date order.

The school's out of money and we've got to make some tough cuts. The board has 
decided to cut Yacht Club. I'm sorry kids, I've failed you.

The rain was gentle, the thunder so enticing. I decided to make a move, I leaned over 
and slipped my tongue into the tender mouth of my hand.

And I would've gotten away with it too, if it wasn't for that meddling umbilical cord! 
(points at his adult umbilical cord)

The doctor was playing "Enter Sandman" through his phone when he came back to talk 
about my hernia.

You didn't let me finish, I was going to say I'm a born again Christian Slater fan.

I want you to watch me crawl into the woods son, that way when you have to do it with 
that possum it won't sting so bad.


